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Writing this thread as a way to help sort out congressional
power with regards to subpoena power, enforcement and
contempt of congress. Just in an easy to process tidbit for
you to help make sure expectations are real. Let's dive in.
1

While there is no provision in the Constitution that addresses the investigative power

of Congress, the Supreme Court has firmly established this power is essential to the

legislative function. /2

Congress has three formal methods by which it can combat non-compliance with a

duly issued subpoena. Each of these methods invokes the authority of a separate

branch of government. /3

Contempt power permits Congress to rely on its own constitutional authority to

detain and imprison a contemnor until the individual complies with congressional

demands. History shows these are rarely used and last anywhere from 1-10 days. /4

Second, the criminal contempt statute permits Congress to certify a contempt citation

to the executive branch for the criminal prosecution of the contemnor. /5

Think about this one though. Congress would be referring a Criminal Case to the

Executive branch. Meaning to tRumps Admin for prosecution. How far do you think

that will go? /6

Third, and hugely important. The one with teeth. The Judicial route. /7

Congress may rely on the judicial branch to enforce a congressional subpoena. Under

this procedure, Congress may seek a civil judgment from a federal court declaring

that the individual in question is legally obligated to comply with the congressional

subpoena. /8

Obviously, hoping we wouldn't be dealing with a comprised Judicial process, this one

would not only carry the weight of Congress but the Judicial. This is why we need a

Judge to rule that the report needs to be released to Congress unredacted, Under

Subpoena. /9

@RickPetree thought this thread could help people understand Congressional

Subpoena Power.

Here is the only problem. The wheels of law roll slowly. This can take a long time and

history has shown up to and beyond one term of congress. /10
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On tRumps side, A valid assertion of executive privilege provides a lawful basis

to decline to answer a congressional subpoena for testimony or documents. His

administration can exert Privilage and hold this up in litigation forever. /11

So yes, Congress has the power to subpoena and has used it. Normally, that scares the

shit out of people and they respond. We are talking about the weight in the

magnitude of a presidential cover up. Our country has never experienced anything

like this.

Key word I used..... NORMALLY. This is not normal people. This is the Constitutional

Crisis everyone has yelled about. Our Democracy is at a pivotal moment.


